
FORTIFAI  — Automating vision for safer, smarter security.

FORTIFAI is a software-based Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine that 
seamlessly integrates with camera-based security systems and 
unmanned platforms to reduce operator burden and increase the 
probability of detecting potential threats or hazards. 

Detection and Tracking    — At FORTIFAI’s core is our proprietary state-
of-the-art object tracker, which uses multiple neural networks to classify 
objects at greater distances than conventional YOLO-based detectors. 
We then maintain an accurate ‘lock’ on the most agile targets and even 
reacquire those that leave the field of view. 

Sensor Fusion — False positives from primary sensors such as radar or 
RF detectors, or misreported AIS can be automatically filtered to ensure 
that only genuine alerts are reported to the operator.

Image Enhancement — Impaired visibility from external factors such 
as fog or platform movements can lead to missed threats. FORTIFAI 
reduces image degradation without sacrificing critical detection.

Face Redaction — Camera ubiquity in public places has raised privacy 
concerns about data usage to an all-time high. Avoid non-compliance 
with GDPR, CCPA, AAPI, and CSL regulations is to anonymise people’s 
faces and car number plates with our real-time redactor.  
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Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK
VIZGARD is an award-winning Artificial Intelligence company on a mission to build a safer future with 

cutting-edge computer vision solutions that enhance and automate security and unmanned systems.

Input

Dual 1080P 30 FPS or 1x 4K 30FPS
RTSP, Http/Https, Live YouTube, MP4 file

AIS NMEA 0183
GPS NMEA 0183

Video Output
Single 1080P 30FPS 
Built-in player, RTSP raw, RTSP with 
graphics

Control and Status JSON API via WebSocket

Platform Control Camera:  Pelco-D, ONVIF S, Flir Nexus 
Drone:     Mavlink

Host Requirements

OS: Windows 10 or Ubuntu V18.04

Minimum: Intel i7 CPU 8 GB RAM NVIDIA 
GeForce GTX 1050ti

Edge: NVIDIA Xavier AGX and NX

SPECIFICATIONS

CORE FUNCTIONS

Target Classification
Base model: Person, car, drone, bird, plane, 
face, helicopter, boat. Custom classes 
available on request

Single Object Tracking
No training required Deep Neural Network 
(DNN) tracking, track IDs and predictive 
tracking past obstacles

Electronic Stabilisation DNN full-frame stabilisation with 
simultaneous detection and tracking

Distance Estimation Range prediction for drones and people

Behaviour Recognition
Recognition of basic human physical 
behaviours such as walking, running, 
climbing, crouching or crawling.

Image Enhancement Image sharpening and fog removal
Find and track objects faster and more reliably

Reduce false positives and negatives 

Increase system and operator efficiency 

Reduce costs with less bandwidth and data usage

Deploy on UAVs, UGV, USV, cloud and on-premises

Stablise video and improve visibility

Offline AI model refinement on deployed systems

KEY FEATURES
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USE CASES

Never Lose Sight.

Specifications subject to change.

Perimeter Security Counter-UAS Search and Rescue

Maritime ISR Law Enforcement Force Protection


